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1. You need to allow access to the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 faults produced by Windows Communication Foundation (WCF).
Which namespace should you include in the code header?
A. System.Runtime
B. System.Security
C. System.ServiceModel
D. System.ServiceProcess
Answer: C

2. You are integrating a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 application with Windows Azure. You need to ensure that users can authenticate to Windows Azure solutions by using their Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 user accounts.
What type of authentication component should you use to authenticate the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 users to Windows Azure solutions? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.)
A. Access Control Services
B. Active Directory Federation Services 2.0
C. Active Directory Lightweight Directory Services
D. Windows Authorization Manager
Answer: AB

3. In which of the following formats does the REST endpoint in Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 return data? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.)
A. ATOM
B. CSV
C. HTML
D. JSON
E. XML
Answer: AD

4. Which function in the GlobalContext class returns the base language for the user’s organization?
A. getAuthenticationHeader
B. getCurrentTheme
C. getOrgLcid
D. getServerUrl
Answer: C

5. You are adding JScript code to the Account entity in Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011. You configure the OnChange event on the Name field to pass the execution context as the first parameter to a custom JScript function.
From within the custom JScript function, which of the following methods will return a reference to the object on which the event occurred?
A. getContext ()
B. getDepth ()
C. getEventSource ()
D. getSharedVariable ()
Answer: C

6. You are developing a Windows application for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 by using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. What should you use to create, update, and retrieve records?
A. CrmSvcUtil
B. IDiscoveryService
C. IOrganizationService
D. Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Proxy
Answer: C

7. You are developing a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 application. Which of the following operations must be performed by using an Execute () method call?
A. Assign
B. Create
C. Delete
D. Retrieve
E. Update
Answer: A

8. What does the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Application layer use to communicate with the underlying framework layers?
A. Microsoft ADO.NET
B. Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
C. Web sockets
D. Web services
Answer: C

9. You are developing a JScript-based script for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011. You need to close the current form. Which method should you use?
A. window.close ();
B. document.close ();
C. Xrm.Page.ui.close ();
D. Xrm.Page.ui.formSelector.items.get ()[0].navigate();
Answer: C

10. You are developing a Windows application by using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and the Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2011 Organization Service web service.

You need to ensure that you can access non-core xRM messages.

Which assembly reference should you add to the project?

A. Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.dll
B. Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Proxy.dll
C. Microsoft.Crm.SdkTypeProxy.dll
D. Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.dll

Answer: B

11. You are adding custom JScript code to a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 form.

Why should you use the Xrm.Page.getFormType () method to check the form type before performing operations on form fields?

A. To verify the user's current security roles.
B. To ensure that a specified form field is enabled.
C. To determine whether field-level security has modified the form layout.
D. To ensure that the JScript code will work as expected for the form on which the script is running.

Answer: D

12. Which of the following file types does Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 support as data web resources?

A. .csv files
B. .mdb files
C. .mdf files
D. .xml files

Answer: D

13. Which of the following Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 data access tasks are REST endpoints? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.)

A. Assign Records
B. Associate and Disassociate Records
C. Create, Retrieve, Update, and Delete Records
D. Execute Messages
E. Retrieve Metadata

Answer: BC

14. You are developing a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 application that includes late-bound entity classes.

Which of the following statements about late-bound entity classes is true?

A. All late-bound entity classes are type-safe.
B. You can add new attributes to a late-bound entity class.
C. You must use the CrmSvcUtil.exe tool to create a late-bound entity class.
D. You must access the ReturnDynamicEntities property to get information about a late-bound entity class.
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15. Which of the following data types is available to developers when interacting with the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 platform?

A. DynamicEntity []
B. Lookup
C. OptionSetValue
D. UniqueIdentifier

Answer: C
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